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Fast paced arcade puzzle action on iOS just broke the bank w/ iRobbery
Published on 08/07/12
Hamburg based AS Mobile Applications has announced the release of iRobbery for the iPhone,
iPod touch, and iPad. iRobbery is a new white knuckle arcade romp that challenges mobile
players to maneuver bags of cash out of various booby trapped bank lobbies stealthily
enough to avoid every alarm in their path yet quickly enough to avoid getting caught by
the police. Structured like a classic mobile arcade game, iRobbery features a set of 20
sequentially more challenging stages.
Hamburg, Germany - AS Mobile Applications, a burgeoning new mobile software and game
developer, has announced the launch of iRobbery onto the App Store. Compatible with the
iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad, iRobbery is a wild new mobile arcade rush from the quirky
creators of hit iOS games such as Beat the Window and Loopy Love Paws. Putting player's
hand-eye coordination and problem solving skills to the test the game challenges them to
maneuver a bag of cash out of various booby trapped bank lobbies without tripping up - and
before the police show up to ruin the party. Every level is a race against time, need to
keep a cool head and a steady hand and reap the rewards, hesitate for even a second or
trip an alarm and it's game over! iRobbery is currently available for download on the App
Store for free in the Entertainment category.
The premise of this wildly addicting new game is straightforward - jumping into the shoes
of Marvin the merry bank robber players must move a money bag from a vault located on one
end of the game screen to the bank exit located on the other end in 4 seconds or less
while avoiding strategically placed rotating alarms. Structured like a classic mobile
arcade game, iRobbery features a set of 20 sequentially more challenging stages. Every
level except the first is locked in the beginning and the only way to unlock a new level
to the next is to make a hasty and successful getaway from the one before it. Not your cup
of tea? No worries, players can easily get access to the last 10 levels instantly via
in-app purchase.
Navigating around iRobbery's many levels isn't simply a matter of speed either. The savvy
gamer will realize that timing and accurate direction is crucial to ensure that Marvin
dips and dodges the many spinning yellow obstacles in his path with running headlong into
a mistake and a weighty pair of handcuffs! Competitive gamers can review their best
getaway times for each single level or test their mettle against players from all over the
world to see who's the quickest via interactive Game Center leaderboards too! Complete
with a helpful tutorial for novice players and enough adrenaline soaked arcade fun to last
for hours, iRobbery is one App Store experience that might steal your free time before you
even know it!
AS Mobile Applications:
http://www.as-apps.de/
iRobbery 1.0:
http://www.as-apps.de/products/471-2
Download from iTunes:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/irobbery/id545540406

Screenshot:
http://a2.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/097/Purple/v4/d8/48/15/d848159e-a7b6-62ad-fde0-bf6b2c49e360/mza

App Icon:
http://a3.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/114/Purple/v4/ef/08/e7/ef08e7e9-c273-4c51-3998-a45689dcb9f4/mzl.n
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Founded in Hamburg in 2011, AS Mobile Applications is a mobile development studio
committed to producing lifestyle and entertainment apps as well as digital content for
mobile devices. (C) AS Mobile Applications 2012. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple
logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or
other countries.
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